In Honor Of...

Marilyn Hurst remembered by Bev and Burl Hurst
MALINDA CARL RUMMAGE remembered by her Jewelry family
Wayne Rummage remembered by Sisters & Brothers Families
Wayne Turner remembered by Wife, Children & Grandchildren
Marilyn Hurst remembered by Lee, Harrison, Braden & Abbey
Kathie Durbin remembered by Miles and Rita
MALINDA CARL RUMMAGE remembered by Angie Huayan & Family

In memory of...

Sharon Bartley remembered by Mike & Viewing (Brother)
Sharon Bartley remembered by Lawrence & Family
Sharon Bartley remembered by Louise Stover (Brother)
Gary Boone remembered by Dan, Colleen & Family
Myrtle Lucas remembered by Terre, Kaye & Ennis
Allen K. Clark Remembered by Jane & Family

Marilyn "Buddy" Fields remembered by Sara Bell
Kevin Wittitton remembered by Martha & Family

Teresa Newton remembered by Teresa Brown & Family
Mary Ellen Talbott remembered by Your Family

John C. Talbott remembered by Your Family

Roger Gagne remembered by Your Family
CARL CHESSER Jr. remembered by Dad, Brother & Sisters
STAN GREENWELL remembered by Family & Friends

Henry D. Revel, Sr. remembered by Donna K. Revel
Bert Ballard remembered by Carolyn

Terry Greenwell remembered by Wife & Children
PAUL RIGGS remembered by Your Family
Tommy Riggs remembered by Your Family

Phyllis Riggs Williamson remembered by Your Family
Misty Gail Cunningham remembered by Donna Colburn

Skeel Sheckles Jr. remembered by Wife, Aron, Jon, Larry, Donald, Carmen, Kenneth, Daughters, Brenda, Patricia, Evelyn, Debbie, Marily, Nancy, Belinda, Sonny

Ann Wilhite remembered by the Wilhite Family

"SHUG" Wilhite remembered by the Wilhite Family
William Robert Wheeler remembered by Bill, Jack Wheeler, Peggy Mattill, Patricia
Paul L. Donnell remembered by Bill, Jack Wheeler, Peggy Mattill, Patricia

The Kentucky Standard / PLG-TV13 Relay For Life Team is proud to publish the following names in honor and in memory of those stricken with cancer. All proceeds from this memorial page – more than $1,000.00 has been donated to the American Cancer Society.

Thank you for your generosity & support!